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fotofever is the first art fair that addresses young collectors thanks to its introductory program 
to collecting: start to collect.  

From 11 to 13 November 2016, the Carrousel du Louvre hosts the 5th edition of fotofever paris 
bringing together 75 French and international galleries in the artistic heart of Paris a stone’s throw 
from the most visited museum in the world.  

Specialized in young photographic creation, fotofever paris is the hunting ground of confirmed 
collectors wishing to unearth the talents of tomorrow. 

Furthermore, contemporary photography being the most accessible artistic medium aesthetically 
and financially, it is the most suitable to start a collection. That is why fotofever has created start to 
collect program that guides amateurs step-by-step toward the acquisition of their first photographic 
artwork. 

“Each year fotofever gives birth to new collectors thanks to an eclectic selection of 
several hundred works presented by galleries from around the world. Everyone can find a 
favourite.” 
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Foreword by Cécile Schall, 
founder and director of fotofever

an introductory program to collecting by fotofever  

start to
collect



A focus on works < 5 000€, an appropriate price range 
for a first purchase, easily identifiable on gallery stands thanks to 
start to collect stickers

The apartment: a staged selection of works concerning 4 themes: 
portraits, still lifes, landscapes and humor. 

The tour: the fotofever team wants you to discover the 10 ideal 
works to start a collection (1 hour visit).  

The discussions:  each day of the fair an artist, their collector and 
galeriste come together to talk. 

The guide: a 28-page user manual is distributed to all fair visitors 
free-of-charge. 

Les p’tits collectionneurs (The little collectors):  
workshops initiating kids 6 - 12 years to the creation process of a pho-
tographic work.

start to collect at fotofever paris 2016:  
a program constructed around 6 initiatives  
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© Solène Ballesta, Evanidis I, Evanidis series, 2014, 950 €, courtesy La micro galerie  
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NEW: club fotofever
Everyone who buys a work at fotofever paris 2016 becomes a member of 
fotofever’s collector’s club giving special access to all fotofever events in 2017.
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© Antoine Rose, Swarmanoïd II, Saint Moritz series, 2015, 5 000 €, courtesy Xin Art Galerie 

The apartment
A setting of works centered around 4 themes 
in a dedicated 100m2 space at the entry of the fair.

Practical info:

• A 100m2 space welcomes visitors at the fair 
entrance. 

• A selection of works and stage design by 
the fotofever art department in collaboration 
with exhibitors. 

• Each displayed work and furniture piece in 
the apartment is available to buy.

“ Starting a collection is above all a story of affect, an 
emotion generated by a work which gives the desire 
to possess and to see it at your home everyday.” 

The collector’s apartment is an original idea that puts the 
works from ‘start to collect’ (< 5 000€) into a staged home 
setting. It acts as passageway into the fair as the first 
place to discover before arriving at the galleries’ exhibition 
spaces. Each visitor is invited to envision themselves as 
collectors and plunge into the 4 central themes of the fair’s 
universe: portraits, still-lifes, landscapes and humor.  
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The furniture of the apartment is displayed by Maximum Design, a 
French design and furniture fabrication studio that specializes in small 
series pieces made from recycled industrial raw materials. 



For one hour, a fotofever team member will 
accompany you through the fair to show you the 
best works to start at collection. 

These 10 works were selected unanimously by the 
fotofever team for their originality of their creation process 
and intensity of the artist’s vision. Each piece is in a suitable 
price range for a first purchase (< 5 000€ ).  
 

The tour
The 10 best works for starting a collection
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Practical info:

• 1 hour visit

• Free of charge (included in the fotofever paris 2016 
ticket).
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© Sandro Giordano, Ciao Marcello, 2014, 800 €, courtesy Art22 Gallery 
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“The artist and the collector are two sides of the 
same coin.” 

The first objective of these discussions is to show the 
major role of collectors in contemporary creation: an artist 
who does not sell their work cannot continue to produce.

This is also the occasion to reveal that there is no typical 
profile for a collector: each participant has their own story 
and particular relationship to art, their collection and to 
the artists they acquire.  

In a final point, these discussions permit us to reach 
the actual themes linked to collecting contemporary 
photography. 

Practical info :

• Discussions everyday at 3pm

• 45 minutes of discussion followed by 15 
minutes of questions 

• In French 

• Free access to all fair (included in the 
fotofever paris 2016 ticket, no reservation 
required). 

The discussions
Between an artist, their collector and gallerist
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© Eric Bouvet, Burning Man, 2012, 3 000 €, courtesy galerie HEGOA

Discussion Themes:

• At what moment does 
photography become a work of 
art? 
Discussion between Eric Bouvet and Alain Mingam 
moderated by Nathalie Atlan (Galerie HEGOA). 

•   The art of the shopping: what 
do I need to know before buying? 
Discussion between Thomas Devaux and Josette 
Sayers mediated by Damien Gard (Macadam 
Gallery). 

•   Can I buy a masterpiece of a 
photography?  
Discussion between Ralf Gibson et Jacques 
Malécot mediation par Thierry Bigaignon (Galerie 
Thierry Bigaignon). 



© Catherine Balet, Looking for the Masters 
in Ricardo's Golden Shoes #41, 2 700€, 
courtesy galerie Thierry Bigaignon.

The start to collect guide is published in collaboration with Fisheye Magazine, 
the lifestyle magazine of contemporary photography.

fotofever paris 2016 will also be the first fair for the new Fisheye Gallery, 
presenting a solo show of Philiipe Grollier.
  

The guide 
A free 28-page user guide on starting a collection
distributed free-of-charge to all fair visitors
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Guide Summary : 

•  What are the 5 elements that make up the price 
of a photographic work? 

• Deciphering 3 works presented by fotofever 
paris 2016 

• How I started my collection: 
a collector’s case study

• Why collect contemporary photography? 
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There is no set age to start a collection…
the proof is in the last edition of fotofever 
paris where we saw art lover Marion, 8 
years old, become our youngest ever 
collector.

In order to strengthen this awareness 
for children - the collectors of tomorrow, 
fotofever paris 2016 is inaugurating les p’tits 
collectionneurs (the little collectors) workshops 
to introduce to children from 6 to 12 years 
old to the creative process behind a work of 
photography in a dedicated 25m2 space at the 
heart of the fair.

Learning to see

In small groups, each child is invited to describe 
the images before them and interpret them 
according to their feelings and imagination. A 
guide provides them with decoding tools and 
assistance to understand the vocabulary of 
photography.

The studio

This space dedicated to the the camera angle 
allows children to put themselves in the shoes 
of a photographer and a model to discover 
behind the scenes of digital photography. 
After testing out these professions, the child 
becomes a graphic designer.  

A special moment with photographer 
Muriel Bordier
 
Everyday at 2pm, artist Muriel Bordier, in 
charge of the marketing campaign for fotofever 
paris 2016, will host a 30 minute workshop 
and present her work to the children.

Les p’tits collectionneurs (the little collectors) 
workshops are run by Art Kids Paris, an 
association that offers a playful introduction to 
art history for children aged 5-15 years through 
educational outings and workshops.  

artkidsparis.com

Les p’tits collectionneurs 
Workshops for 6 - 12 years kids 
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Practical info:

• Workshops open from 2pm to 6pm from Friday, 11 
November to Sunday, 13 November.

• Free access for 1 hour to children from 6 to 12 
years accompanying visitors of the fair.

• Limited space available: register on arrival. 

The studio will be supervised by artist Youmna Geday   
Youmna Geday, born in 1989, is a Lebanese artist who works 
and lives in Beirut and Paris. She is a graduate of the École 
Nationale Supérieure de la Photographie (the higher national 
school of photography) in Arles. Her work, under the guise 
of installations, questions her rapport with imagery, binary in 
its origins.   
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© Tomasz Wysocki, Untitled #3,  
Return to eden series, 2014, 3,410 €,
 courtesy 6x7 Leica Gallery Warszawa 

© Juan Cobo Escorial, Climax, 2016, 
600 €, courtesy Art Deal Project 

© Gina Soden, Klinik, Emergence series, 2014, 2,300 €, courtesy galerie Artistics 

© François Delebecque, But, 2012, 850 €, courtesy Galerie STP

Selection of visuals for Press 
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© Liat Elbling, Get Lost Kopie, Proposal of 
disorder series, 2015, 2,200€, 
courtesy Artelli Gallery

© Torsten Solin, Das Album #27, 2011-2016, 
1,100€, courtesy galerie Hiltawsky 

© Fumikazu Ishino, A Caramel Tooth Filling #6, 
2016, 1,050€, courtesy EINSTEIN STUDIO 
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fotofever paris 2016

11 to 13 November 
Carrousel du Louvre

99 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris

opening times 

Thursday 10 November 2016
Press preview from 3pm

VIP preview starting from 4pm 
Opening from 6pm to 9:30pm

Friday 11 – Saturday 12 November 2016
vip arrival from 10am to 11am 
Public from 11am to 7.30pm

Sunday 13 November 2016
vip arrival from 10am to 11am

Public from 11am to 6pm

tickets

In 2016, each ticket gives access to the full fotofever experience! 
- Entrance to the fair on the day of choice

- Participation in discussions with collectors 
-  A guided tour through the exhibited galleries 

-  Free access to the fair and Les p’tits collectionneurs (The Little Collectors) workshops
for children under 12 years old  

admission price 

Full price  |  20€ on arrival, 18€ pre-sale
Full price + Book  |  35€ on arrival, 30€ pre-sale

Package : 2 adults + children < 12 years old  |  35€ on arrival, 30€ presale
Reduced Price < 26 years old  |  12€ (on arrival only)

Book  |  22 € (sur place uniquement)
Free for children under 12 years old (on site only) 

images available for the press 

All the images in the press kit are free to use by the press  

practical information 
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 Anaïs Tridon
Lindsey Williams  - International PR

atridon@communicart.fr  |  lwilliams@communicart.fr
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